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The concept of intergenerational equity concerning intertemporal paths of consumption and capital
accumulation is introduced and the analysis of the dynamic processes of capital accumulation and
changes in environmental quality that are intergenerationally equitable is developed. The analysis is
based upon the dynamic duality principles, as originally developed by Koopmans and Uzawa, and later
extended to the case involving environmental quality.
A time-path of consumption and capital accumulation is defined intergenerationally equitable when

it is dynamically efficient and, at the same time, the imputed price of each kind of capital, either private
capital, or social overhead capital, is identical over time. The existence of an intergenerationally
equitable time-path of consumption and capital accumulation is guaranteed when the processes of
various kind of capital are subject to the Penrose effect, exhibiting the law of diminishing marginal rates
of investment capital accumulation.
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INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY

The analysis is primarily conducted within the conceptual
framework of the dynamic analysis of environmental
quality, as was developed by Miler in his classic work,
Miler (1974), with particular emphasis on the circum-
stances where the irreversibility of the processes of capital
accumulation occurs due to the presence of the Penrose
effect, as was originally introduced by Uzawa (1968) in
the context of macro-economic analysis. The analysis is
based upon the formula concerning the system of imputed
prices associated with the time-path of consumption that is
dynamically optimum, where the presence of the Penrose
effect implies the diminishing marginal rate of investment
in private capital and social overhead capital upon the rate
at which capital is accumulated. The dynamically
optimum time-path of consumption is characterized by
the proportionality of two systems of imputed prices, one
associated with the given intertemporal preference
ordering and another with the process of capital
accumulation of private capital and social overhead
capital.
The basic premises of the dynamic analysis of capital

accumulation and changes in environmental quality are
that the intertemporal preference ordering of the society in
question is given independently of the technological
conditions and processes of capital accumulation, as

typically expressed by the utility integral of the Ramsey-
Koopmans-Cass type:

U(x) u(xt)e-6t dt,
o

where Ut U(Xt) is the utility function expressing the
instantaneous level of utility at time and 6 is the utility
rate of discount. Utility function u(.) and utility rate of
discount 6 are assumed to be both constants.
The dynamically optimum time-path of consumption

and capital accumulation is obtained in terms of the
imputed prices of various kind of capital, as in detail
discussed in Uzawa (2000). Suppose there is only one kind
of capital either private capital or social overhead capital,
we denote by kt the stock of capital and by xt, At
consumption and investment at time t, respectively. Then,

xt + At f(kt)

where f(.) is the production function, to be assumed
independent of time t. The rate of capital accumulation at
time t,/t is then given by

where b(At, kt) is the Penrose function, expressing the
relation between the rate of capital accumulation/t with
investment At and the stock of capital kt. The Penrose
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effect is expressed by the conditions that Koopmans-Cass type is the special case when

4A(A,k) > O, 4,(A,k) > O, 4,(A,k) < O, 4AA(A,k) < 0 "/3i7" 1 (Vt -> 0)

It may remind us that all variables are positive

Xt kt At > 0 (Vt >= O)

The imputed price qt of capital accumulation at time is
defined as the discounted present value of the marginal
increase in the output in future due to a marginal increase
in the level of investment at time t; that is,

qt mr e-(r-t) dt

where

mr (rqbA 4- qbk)

is the marginal product value of investment evaluated at
time ’.

If we differentiate both sides of the differential
equations above with respect to time t, we obtain the
following Euler-Lagrange differential equation:

t 6-- rdpa + flpk

where r f(k), dpa, ckk are all evaluated at time t.
The imputed real income at time is given by

Ht u(xt) + Otqb(At, kt)

The dynamically optimum path of consumption and
capital accumulation (xt,kt) is obtained if, imputed real
income Ht, (5), is maximized subject to the feasibility
constraints and the following transversality conditions are
satisfied.

This assumption gives the impression as if the
intergenerational equity prevails concerning the utility
levels of all future generations and the current generation.
However, the stock of capital, in particular that of social
overhead capital, differs between the generations, so do
the technological conditions and institutional arrange-
ments in the economy. The resulting levels of the utility,
accordingly, are not necessarily equal between the
generations, so that the intergenerational equity may not
prevail if intergenerational distribution of real income is
explicitly taken into account.
A time-path of consumption and capital accumulation is

defined intergenerationally equitable when it is dynami-
cally efficient and, at the same time, the imputed price of
each kind of capital, either private capital or social
overhead capital, is identical over time. In other words, a
time-path of consumption is intergenerationally equitable
if all future generations face with the imputed prices of
various kind of capital that are equal to those of the current
generation faces. The existence of an intergenerationally
equitable time-path of consumption and capital accumu-
lation is guaranteed when the processes of various kind of
capital are subject to the Penrose effect, exhibiting the law
of diminishing marginal rates of investment capital
accumulation.

In the context of global warming, under certain
qualifying constraints on the utility functions, it is
shown that, the processes of capital accumulation is
intergenerationally equitable if, and only if, a proportional
carbon tax scheme is implemented with respect to the
emission of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases
within the institutional framework of competitive markets.

lim @tkt 0 INTERTEMPORAL PREFERENCES

We have, in particular, that

u’(x,)

The utility integral of the Ramsey-Koopmans-Cass
type indicated above presumes that not only is the utility
rate of discount 6 constant, but also the instantaneous level
of utility at each time is aggregated with equal weight.
Indeed, it is a special case of the more general form of
intertemporal preference where the utility integral is given
by

U(x) o’tu(xt)e-t dt,
o

where nrt is a positive weight associated with the
instantaneous level of utility at each time t, which are a

priori given. The utility integral of the Ramsey-

To give a proper perspective to the concept of
intergenerational equity as introduced above, we recapi-
tulate the endogenous theory of time preference, focusing
upon the role of imputed prices with regards to the
dynamic duality principles, as extensively developed in
Uzawa (1998, 2000).
An intertemporal preference ordering is a binary

relation > defined over the set of all conceivable time-
paths of consumption g2. Each time-path of consumption
in the set , x (xt), is a vector-valued function xt defined
for all t, 0 --> < +oo. It is assumed that, for each time t, xt
is positive and piecewise continuously differentiable. The
intertemporal preference ordering > is assumed to be
irreflexible, transitive, monotone, continuous, convex, and
time-invariant.
We consider a special class of intertemporal

preference orderings, for each of which the instan-
taneous utility ut u(xt) at each time is well defined
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as a function of the vector of consumption xt at time t.

It is assumed that the utility function ut u(xt) is

positive valued, continuously twice-differentiable, and
strictly concave:

where At is the accumulated average rate of discount:

,t 6(u, U0 dr, 6(u, U)
fl(u, U)

0 U

bl(Xt) > 0, bll(xt) > 0, Utt(Xt) < O, for all xt > 0

It is also assumed that the intertemporal preference
ordering with which we are concerned may be
represented by a certain utility functional, U- U(u),
u (ut), such that

x > x if, and only if, U(u) >- U(ut), u (u(xt)),

Let us now consider a time-path of instantaneous
utilities u (ut), and denote by Ut the utility functional
for the truncated time-path at time t, tu (ut+O, of the

time-path of instantaneous utilities u- (u0; that is,

U U(tu), >= 0

The utility functional U-- U(u), u- (ut), is assumed
to satisfy the following differential equation:

O, =/3(u, U)- u

where the function (ut,Ut) specifies the way by which
future utilities are discounted to the present.

It is assumed that the discounting function (u,U) is

defined for all (u, U) > (0, 0), continuously twice

differentiable, and satisfies the following conditions:

/3 =/3(u, U) > O, for all (u, U) > (0, O)

In Uzawa (1974), it is proved that, for any time-path
of utilities u (ut), where ut > 0, for all >_--0, the
value of utility functional V= U(u) is uniquely
determined. That is, V-- U(u) is equal to the minimum
value of initial condition U0 V for which the solution

(Ut) to differential equation (1) exists and is positive
for all t, 0 _-< < +oo.

It can also be shown that the above condition is

satisfied if, and only if,

lim U e- zt 0

which in turn implies that

lim Ut e-a’ 0

where A is the accumulated marginal rate of discount:

At u(ur, U.) d’r
o

It may be noted that, because of the convexity of

(u,U),

0 < 6(u, U) < fly(u, U)

It is now possible to obtain an explicit formula for
the system of efficient prices for time-path of utilities,
u- (ut), to be denoted by p(u)- (pt(u)):

fl(O, U) fl(u, O) O, for all (u, U) --> (0, O) pt(u) (1 u(ut, Ut))e-At

flu<O, flu > O, forall (u,U)>(O,O)

and fl(u,U) is convex and strictly quasi-convex in the
sense that

uu > o, 3 > o, #uu# >= o,

for all (u, U) > (0, O)

where (Ut) is the solution path to the basic differential

equation associated with the time-path u- (ut) and At
is the accumulated marginal rate of discount.
To illustrate the concept of efficient prices, suppose

there exist two time-paths of utilities, u- (ut) and
U --(U]), which are indifferent in terms of the given
intertemporal preference ordering"

For any given time-path of utilities, u----(ut) the
value of the utility functional V--U(u) may be
obtained by the following procedure:
V U(u) if, any only if, the solution path (Ut) to

the basic differential equation (1) with initial condition

U0- V satisfies the following condition:

U
0

U

Let u(O) (lit(O)) be any smooth curve connecting u o

and u along the indifferent surface; namely, u(O) is

defined for all 0, 0 < 0 < 1, positive valued, conti-

nuously, piecewise continuously twice differentiable with

respect to 0, and

u(O)’-.u--u forall 0 < 0 < 1
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where u(0) u, u(1) b/1 Then, the system of efficient
prices p(u) (pt(u)) satisfies the following conditions:

t(0)(u(O))u dt O,

(00 1)

(u(O))u dt >= O,

Analogous to the static situation, the system of efficient
prices p(u)= (pt(u)) plays the role of a separating
hyperplane to the indifferent surface. That is, if a given
time-path of utilities u 0 (u) minimizes the expenditures
evaluated at a certain given price system p (Pt), Pt > 0:

p u ptut dt
o

among all time-paths of utilities which are indifferent with
or preferred to the given time-path u (ut), then we have

Pt- dPt(U), for all >_-- 0

with a positive constant d.
In contrast, if the proportionality condition above is

satisfied, together with the transversality condition:

lim ptut 0

then u o minimizes the expenditures among all time-paths
of utilities that are indifferent with or preferred to u o.
The relationships of our approach to the classic Euler-

Lagrange method are transparent. Let us denote

and differentiate it logarithmically with respect to t, to
obtain

The basic differential equations, together with the
transversality condition:

lim 6Ut 0

correspond to the system of the Euler-Lagrange equations
in the standard method of the calculus of variations. We
may note that the initial condition for the basic differential
equation, V, is equal to the value of the utility functional.

for the intertemporal processes of production involving
the accumulation of capital. It will become a prerequisite
to the analysis of a dynamically optimum allocation of
scarce resources involving social overhead capital in
general and the natural environment in particular, and we
devote the present section to describing in detail the steps
by which the formula for the system of efficient prices for
the intertemporal processes of production is derived.
We denote by kt the stock of capital at each time t, and

assume that the stock of capital is the only factor of
production relevant in the process of production. The
production function is denoted by f(k), which is defined
for all non-negative k >_--0, non-negative-valued, conti-
nuously twice differentiable, and satisfies the following
conditions:

f(k) > O, y(k) > O, y’(k) < O,

for all k > 0 f(0) 0, f(+oo) +oo

f’(0) oo, f’(+oo) 0

It is assumed that there is only one type of goods, and
output and capital are identical. When output is invested as

capital, it will become impossible to extract output from
the stock of capital without the process of production.
The dynamic process of capital accumulation is

described by the following differential equation:

[ct f(kt) xt, ko K

where xt is the level of consumption at time t, and K is the
initial stock of capita. In the basic differential equation, it
is required that kt remains non-negative for all => 0.
Hence, for a given positive time-path of consumption,
x (xt), there exists the minimum value of the initial
stock of capital, K, for which the positive solution kt to
the basic differential equation exists for all -> 0. Such an
K may be denoted by K(x) to emphasize the
dependency upon the given time-path of consumption
x (x).
A time-path of consumption x (xt) is termed feasible

with respect to the stock of capital K, if the solution (kt) to
the basic differential equation, with initial condition k0
K exists for all t--> 0. Thus, K0 Ko(x) defined above
gives us the minimum stock of capital with respect to
which the given time-path consumption x--(xt) is
feasible. Such an K(x) may be occasionally called the
stock of capital associated with x (xt).

CAPITAL ACCUMULATION AND EFFICIENT
PRICES

In the previous section, a simple formula for the system of
efficient prices for a class of intertemporal preference
ordering is obtained. A similar analysis may be carried out

PROPOSITION Let x- (Xt) be a given time-path of
consumption, where xt > 0, for all >= 0. A stock of
capital K is the associated stock of capital with respect to
x; that is, K K(x), if, and only if,

lim k e- vt 0
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where Vt is the accumulated marginal rate of discount:

and (kt) is the solution to the basic differential equation
with initial condition K.

PROPOSITION 2 For a given time-path of consumption
x (xt), (xt > 0, for all _>-- 0), if a stock of capital K is
the associated stock of capital with respect to x, that is,
K K(x), then the following equality holds:

xt e- Ot dt K
0

where t is the accumulated average rate of discount:

Remark It may be the case that, even if equality in
Proposition 2 holds, K is not necessarily the associated
stock of capital for the given time-path of consumption
x (x,).
We next see how the system of efficient prices may be

obtained for the process of intertemporal production
involving capital accumulation. Let K be a given stock of
capital (K > 0), and let us denote by X(K) the set of all
time-paths of consumption x (xt) which is feasible with
respect to initial condition K. We may formally write

X(K) {x (xt) xt > O(t >--_ 0), K(x) <-- K}

In other words, X(K) is the set of all x (xt) such that
the solution (kt) to the basic differential equation with
initial condition K exists at all time >= 0.

It is straightforward to see that, for every K > 0, the set
X(K) is non-empty; the time-path xt 0 is always in
X(K). The concavity assumption onflk implies that X(K)
is a convex set; one has only to note the following
inequality:

(1 O)f(k) + Of(k 1) fl(1 O)f(k) + Okll

with strict inequality when k # k 1.
A time-path of consumption x (xt) is termed efficient

with respect to initial stock of capital K, if x X(K) and
there exists no x (t) such that x X(K) and x > x.

It is evident that, if x is efficient with respect to K, then
K K(x); that is, K is the minimum value of the initial
condition for which a non-negative solution to the basic
differential equation exists for all >= 0.

Suppose, to the contrary, K > K(x). Then there would
exist a/ such that K < K and the given time-path of
consumption x (xt) is feasible with respect to the initial
stock of capital Kt. Hence, there must be a time-path

consumption x’ (t) such that > xt, for all t, and x is
feasible with respect to K; a contradiction.

In contrast, the condition K= K(x) may not
necessarily imply that x is efficient with respect to K.

Suppose now there exist two time-paths of consump-
tion, x (xt) and x (x), both of which are efficient
in X(K), where K > 0 is a given stock of capital initially
endowed. Let us denote by x(O) (xt(O)), 0 <= 0 <- 1, a

smooth curve connecting x o and x on the efficiency
frontier; that is, x(0), as a function of 0, defined on 10,11, is
continuously twice differentiable,

x(0) is efficient in X(K) (0 <= 0 <-- 1)

x(O) x x(1) X

We denote by k(O)= (kt(O)) the solution to the basic
differential equation with initial condition K and time-path
of consumption x(0); that is,

kt( O) f(kt( O)) xt( O), ko( O) K

The efficiency assumption on x(O) implies that

limkt(O)e-v’() 0 (0 -<_ 0 -<_ 1)

where Vt(O) is the accumulated marginal rate of discount
at k(0)

Vt(O) ’(k-(O))d-r

We now differentiate this differential equation with
respect to 0 and rearrange it to obtain

(0) -ft(kt(O))(O) -(0), Uo(O) 0

By multiplying both sides by e-vt() and integrating
from 0 to t, we obtain

(O)e-vt() (O)e-v’() dr
0

We next show that, for 0 < 0 < 1,

lim (O)e- v,(0) 0
t----O0

Suppose, to the contrary, there exists a 0o for which the
equality above is not satisfied. For the sake of simplicity,
we substitute 0 for 0-00 or 00- 0, so that, for some

positive number s,

lim(0)e-vt(o) > s > 0

Let us denote by kt(O) the solution to the
above differential equation with initial condition
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K(O) K- (0/2)e. We also can show that

[(0) f(kt(O)) xt(O),
0o(O)

Differentiating both sides with respect to 0, multiplying
by e-(0) and integrating from 0 to o yield

lim kt’(O)e- (o) e_e_
xt’(O)e- (o) dt

too 2 0

where (0) is the accumulated marginal rate of discount
at (kt (O)).

It may be noted that

k(O) =/,(0), (0) V,(O)

Hence, we have,

lim kt’ 0)e () s/2 0)e- () dt
t--,oo

> e./2 > O, (0<-- 0<-- O)

for 0 sufficiently small, but positive.
By applying the mean-value theorem, there exist 0t*

such that

kt O) Kt (O) OKt O ), O< 0 < 0

which implies that

lim kt(0)e- (0) > 0, for sufficiently small 0 > 0
t--*oO

lim (O)e- v,(o) >_ 0
t----,oo

which together with the concavity off(k), implies that

o(O)e- vt(o) dt --<_ 0
o

with strict inequality when x x
We have now established the following.

PROPOSITION 3 Let x (xt), xt > 0(t >_-- 0), be a given
time-path of consumption and k (kt) be the solution to
the basic differential equation with initial condition K
K(x). Then the time-path, p(x) (pt(x)), defined by

pt(x) e- V,(k)

where Vt(k) is the accumulated marginal rate of discount:

t(k) (k,r)d’r

represents the system of efficient prices at x (xt); that is,
p(x) satisfies the following conditions:

(O)pt(x(O))dt O, xt/(O)pt(x(O))dt <- 0
o o

where x(O)= (xt(O)), 0-< 0=< 1, is a smooth curve
connecting two time-paths X and X on the efficiency
frontier associated with the initial stock of capital K.

meaning that x(0) is feasible with respect to K(0); a
contradiction.
By taking the limit, as oo, we obtain the following

basic equality:

0)e-vt(0) dt 0

We next differentiate the above equation with respect to
0 and rearrange to obtain

/ 0) f(kt( O))kttt O) ftt(kt( O))ktt( O)2 xttt O)

’(o) o

By multiplying both sides of the above equation again
by e-vt(0) and integrating it from 0 and t, we obtain

Z(O)e v’() "(kz(O))lz(O)2e-v’() dr

xZ(O)e-v’() dr
o

DYNAMIC DUALITY PRINCIPLE: A SIMPLE
MODEL OF CAPITAL ACCUMULATION

The concept of efficient prices may be used to formulate
the duality principles concerning intertemporal preference
and processes of capital accumulation, as discussed in
Chapter 7. Before we proceed with the analysis of a
general dynamic model involving accumulation or
degradation of social overhead capital, we apply the
dynamic duality principles to derive criteria for dynamic
optimality in the simple model of capital accumulation.
We consider the simple model of capital accumulation

as introduced in the previous sections, and analyze the
structure of the time-paths of consumption and capital
accumulation that are optimum in terms of the given
intertemporal preference ordering as described in "Capital
accumulation and efficient prices" section.

Let Kbe the stock of capital endowed in the economy at
time 0, and let the production function f(k) satisfy the
neoclassical assumptions as specified in "Capital accumu-
lation and efficient prices" section. A time-path of
consumption, x-- (xt), (xt > 0), is feasible with respect
to initial stock of capital K if there exists a solution to
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the following differential equation:

[t= f(kt) xt, ko K

The time-path of utilities, u--(ut) associated with
time-path of consumption, x (xt), is simply given by

u, u(xt)

where the utility function u(x) satisfies the assumptions
described in "Capital accumulation and efficient prices"
section.
The time-path of utility functionals, (Ut), where Ut

represents the value of utility functional of the time-path
of utilities truncated at t, is specified by the following
differential equation:

u, 3(u,, u,)- u,

where/3(u,U) describes the processes of utility discount-
ing and is assumed to satisfy the conditions referred to in
"Capital accumulation and efficient prices" section.
The level of utility functional U0 U(u) for the time-

path of utilities u (ut) itself is to be determined so as to
satisfy the transversality condition:

lim U e-A’ 0
t---,oo

where the accumulated marginal rate of discount At is
defined by

A u(U,r, Ur)d"
0

A time-path of capital accumulation, (kt), or of
consumption, (xt), is defined dynamically optimum when
the value of utility functional U(u), u= (u(xt)), is
maximized among all feasible time-paths of consumption
with the given initial stock of capital K.
The dynamic duality principle implies that a feasible

time-path of consumption x--(xt) is dynamically
optimum if, and only if, the two systems of imputed
prices, (pt(u)) and (pt(x)) are proportional; that is,

ut(xt)(1 (btt, Ut))e-A’ #ft(kt)e v’

where U U(Xt) and ( is a positive constant.
The structure of dynamically optimum time-paths of

capital accumulation then is analyzed by logarithmically
differentiating both sides of the above equation with
respect to time t.
To extend our analysis to the situation where the

environment, or social overhead capital, plays a crucial
role, in the processes of both consumption and production,
it is necessary to closely examine the premises concerning
the effect of investment upon the process of capital
accumulation.
The basic dynamic equation stipulates that whatever

amount of the produced goods that are put aside as

investment induces an increase in the stock of capital,
exactly in the same amount as the invested goods. With
respect to those capital goods that comprise fixed
capital in any corporative institution, there exists a

diminishing marginal rate of increase in the productive
capacity of capital corresponding to investment,
referred to as the Penrose effect, as originally
introduced by Uzawa (1968) and in detail described
in Chapter 9 below.
To incorporate the Penrose effect in our model, let us

introduce the real investment A as an explicit variable
in our model. The output f(kt) at each time then is
divided between consumption xt and investment At:

f(kt) xt + At

The accumulation of capital is described by

kt dD(mt kt)

where b(A,k) is the Penrose function satisfying the
following conditions.
The function b(A, k) is defined for all A >= 0, k > 0,

continuously twice differentiable, concave with respect
to (A,k), and satisfies

A(A, k) > O, d/)k(A k) > O, (AA < O, fkk < O,

AA6 A >- o

For any given efficient time-path of consumption x
(xt), the system of imputed prices is given by

pt(x) qba (At, kt)f’(kt)e- vt

where Vt is the accumulated marginal rate of discount
defined by

IdpA(A-, k.)r(k.) + qb:(A., kOId"

The duality principle is now modified as

Ut(Xt)(1 u(ttt, Ut))e-At flOrA(At, kt)ft(kt)e vt

where Vt the accumulated marginal rate of discount.
To examine the time-path of capital accumulation k,

and the truncated time-path of utilities U, for which the
duality conditions are satisfied, let us introduce the new
time-path of imputed prices (:t):

6=eea’-vt (t_-->O)

This relation may be written

where time suffix is omitted.
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Differentiating the above equation logarithmically with
respect to t, we obtain

while k and Ut have to satisfy the following dynamic
equations

[: ,b(a, k), t) Nu, U) u (u, u(x,))

with initial conditions k K(x), U U(u).
Let us first consider the simple case where both ilk)

and fl(u,U) are homogenous; that is,

ft(k) r > 0" constant /3(u, u) 6(z)U, z
U

where the average rate of discount function 6(z), z
u/U, satisfies the following conditions:

6(z)>0, g(z)<0, g’(z)>0 (z>0)

It is also assumed that the Penrose function b(A, k)
is homogeneous of order one so that

A
(A,k) 4(a)k, a

k

At each time t, the optimum values of z and c are
determined by the pair of differential equations above,
where the values of w and are given. By taking
differentials of right-hand sides of the differential

equations and solving with respect to dz and da, we
obtain

dw

Let us now show that the system of differential
equations above has a unique steady state (:,k,U).
In order to see this, the system of differential equations
(64)-(66) may be reduced to the one involving (w,);

6(z) z-
w

By taking the differentials of fight-hand sides of the
above equations, we obtain

where b(c) satisfies the following conditions"

’(a) > o, "(a) < 0 (a _-> o)

Furthermore, we consider the case where u(x) x (x >=
0). Then, the marginality condition is simply written as

dz) bt(o)
=0- 1-6t(z---- <0

d(____) =_(r- a)b"(a)> O, for
,:o z’(z)

c<r

and the feasibility condition may be reduced to

r=zw+a

where
U x

Hence, the values of z and corresponding to the
stationary state (w,) for the system of basic
differential equations are uniquely determined as the
solution to following pair of equations:

(z) z b(ce) O(z) b(ce) q- (r a)b(ce)

The stationary state (w o,:o) is then given by

The system of differential equations above may be
reduced to the following

o 1- 6(z), wO _r- a

4() z--- &z)- 16(c0+(r-

g(z) 6(z) g(z)zl

(z) z
U

The phase diagrams for the system of differential
equations are easily analyzed. We have the following
relations:

d z(tt! t!2) 0, w
dw,=0 tff( w)

dsc (o b:2)b
dw=0 -(:- w)z’’w

0,
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The stationarity conditions may be rearranged where z x/U, a A/k, and

Uo r

ko a(cO 6(c0

We obtain

dz
r- ol

dw 1 dz
(r a)2 {-(6 4)) (r a) (-d-da dP) }

1

0.2)
6 + b + zbv + (r a)b}

(r

f(k) x + ak, z= x/U, (1-o(z))=

By taking the differentials of both sides of these
equations, we obtain

dU
0 -q) dk
r ol 0

d

Hence,

Therefore,

dw
d--- 0 if, and only if, 8-zg=b+(r-a)b

In contrast, a simple calculation shows that

d2w zttt

dee2 w
Fzwg’ <0

where symbol indicates both sides have the same
sign.

dU

1/A1 dk
da t"z/U r a t"/U q

d

where

8"ka "s> 0u

dU

x dk

(1-g)q’r- a)
U

u
a"4’ (r a)(z- (r a))u

(1-6)kq
U

qJ (g’zk (r a)qd’)

The analysis developed above may be extended to
the case where the marginal product of capital is
variable. Namely, we consider the case where

f(k) > O, f’(k) > O, f"(k) < O (k >= O)

The basic system of differential equations now may
be summarized as:

a(z) z
U- la(z)- za’(z)l- 14(a)+ (r- a)4’(a)l

whose determinant D may be shown to be negative.
In contrast, the trace of the above matrix is easily shown

to be positive.
Hence, the system of differential equations above is

catenary. The stationary state is uniquely determined, and
exactly one characteristic root is real and negative.

For any given pair of (U,k), there uniquely exists a
value of imputed price : such that the solution path to the
system the basic differential equations converges to the
stationary state, corresponding to the dynamically
optimum path.

DYNAMIC OPTIMALITY OF INVESTMENT IN
SOCIAL OVERHEAD CAPITAL

The dynamic duality principles discussed in the previous
sections may be easily extended to the case where the
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intertemporal preference ordering is affected by the
natural environment, which is conceptualized as the stock
of social overhead capital.
Our discussion is carried out within the framework of

the simple, dynamic model of capital accumulation as
posited in "Intertemporal preferences" section, except for
the stock of social overhead capital as another component
of the stock of capital in general. We denote by Vt the
stock of social overhead capital existing in the society at
time t, while the stock of private capital is denoted by kt, as
in "Dynamic duality principle: a simple model of capital
accumulation" section. The output flkt) at each time is
now divided between consumption xt, investment in
private capital At, and investment in social overhead
capital Bt:

f(kt) xt -Jr- At + Bt

where the production functionf(k) is assumed to satisfy all
the neoclassical conditions postulated in "Capital
accumulation and efficient prices" section above.
The rate of increase in the stock of private capital,

/t, is determined in terms of the Penrose function
,;b(At,k,):

where the Penrose function b(A,k) is assumed to
satisfy the conditions as specified in this section.
We also assume that the effect of investment in

social overhead capital is subject to the Penrose effect,
so that the rate of increase in the stock of social
overhead capital, fr, is determined in terms of the
Penrose function 0(B,V):

"(/’t O(B V

differentiable, and strictly concave:

U(Xt, Vt) > O, Ux(Xt, Vt) uv(xt, Vt) > O,

2> 0IAxx 1AVV btxxbtVV blxV

for all (xt, Vt) >= (0, O)

The utility functional Ut associated with the
truncated time-path of utilities u--(Ut+,r) satisfies
the basic differential equation in this section. The
instantaneous level of utility ut is assumed to depend
upon the stock of social overhead capital Vt as well as

the vecter of consumption xt:

ut u(x, V)

where u(xt, Vt) is assumed to be defined for all
(xt, Vt) (0,0), positive valued, continuously twice-

differentiable, and strictly concave:

bl(Xt, Vt) > O, blx(Xt, Vt) uv(xt, Vt) > O,

2 >0xx UW O btxxbtVV ttxV

for all (xt, Vt) (0, O)

Let us denote the imputed prices of private capital
and social overhead capital at each time by t and rh,

respectively. Then, it is easily shown that the imputed
prices are characterized by the following dynamic
equations:

-----l,--rdpA, r=f,

The Penrose function 0(B,V) concerning the
accumulation of social overhead capital is assumed to
satisfy the concavity conditions as in this section.
The function O(B,V) is defined for all B-->0,

V > 0, continuously twice differentiable, concave with
respect to (B,V), and satisfies

9(B, V) > O, v(B, V) > O, dyne < O,

Ow < O, OOw v >-0

The intertemporal preference ordering is assumed to
possess the structure specified in "Capital accumulation
and efficient prices" section above. In the present case,
however, the utility ut at each time is a function of
vector of consumption xt and the stock of environmen-
tal capital Vt:

ut u(x, V)

gV
V SB S

rl Ux

To derive formulas for the systems of efficient prices,
let us consider two time-paths of consumption and the
stocks of private and social overhead capital,
(xt,kt, Vt) and (x],k], V), such that

and both (xt) and (x) are efficient.
We denote by (xt(O),kt(O),Vt(O)) the time-path

connecting (xt,kt, Vt) and (x,k, V) which is also
efficient:

let(O) (At(O),Kt(O)), ko(O) k0

f’(o) (o), v,(o)), Vo( O) v

where u(xt, Vt) is assumed to be defined for all
(xt, Vt) >- (0,0), positive valued, continuously twice-

where At(O and Bt(O) are respectively investments in
private capital and social overhead capital.
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We obtain

t= dpAAt + dpkktt, 0=0
(/’It-- Bnlt -[- IIVV lt, V IO --0

where symbol indicates the derivative with respect to

0, while parameter 0 is omitted, and tha, thk, q, Pv are

evaluated at time t.

The feasibility conditions may be written

f(kt( O)) xt( O) + At(O) + Bt( O)

where Vt is the accumulated marginal rate of discount
defined by

v, I#,(A, k) + r(k)dpa(A, k-)ld’r
o

It may be noted the system of efficient prices is
determined independently of the time-path of the stock of
social overhead capital. The effect of the changing pattern
of the stock of social overhead capital is felt only through
the changes in the levels of instantaneous utility ut--
u(x,, Vt).

which, by differentiating with respect to 0, yields

r xtt -+- At -k- Bt, r ft(kt)

In contrast, we have

’= + sV’,), s .v/.xgt

Now let us denote by 7rt the imputed price of the output
at at time t. Then, we have

+ sV’,)

d
(tlt

_
,ot Vlt ,lTt(4 + sVlt tl,tlt /)Adt Ux

The transversality conditions imply that

lim (t1Jr + tit Vt) O,
t---O0

while /do --V--0. Hence, we obtain the following
equality:

where

utP dt <= 0
Ux 0

The system of imputed prices (Pt) may be explicitly
written as follows:
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